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Introduction
Infrastructure refers to the basic facilities, services and installations required for a community or society to function. 
Infrastructure facilities can be understood as the physical assets required for transportation and communication systems, 
water and power lines, and structures and premises to house public institutions such as schools, post offices etc. 
(Cleveland, Jr., 2013). 

In Bhutan, the terminology used for infrastructure in the public procurement system is 
‘works’, thus the two terms will be used interchangeably throughout this handbook. To be 
precise, public works are defined by Bhutan’s Public Procurement Rules and Regulations 2009 
(Rev. 2014) as any activity involving construction, fabrication, repair, overhaul, renovation, 
decoration, traditional Bhutanese painting, installation, construction, excavation, dredging 
which make use of a combination of labour, machinery, equipment, material and technology. 

Infrastructure assets can only begin providing services once they are completed and fully operational. Some examples of 
infrastructure include:

•	 Roads	
•	 Bridges	
•	 Communications	networks	
•	 Power	generation	facilities	
•	 Buildings	and	campuses	(including	airports,	government	offices/institutions	religious	monuments,	schools,	 

military bases, hospitals, etc.) 
•	 Mines	and	metals	processing	sites	
•	 Minerals	processing	facilities	
•	 Electric	and	gas	utilities	
•	 Water	distribution	networks	
•	 Water	treatment	facilities	
•	 Wastewater	treatment	facilities	
•	 Solid	waste	management	facilities

Public works are an integral building block of a country’s development. Poor or unreliable infrastructure is a barrier for 
economic growth and prosperity. Public works are critical to reducing poverty and enhancing economic development – 
and generally improving people’s quality of life. Transport infrastructure, housing, water and sanitation, energy, health 
and education infrastructure etc. are all fundamental to sustaining and improving people’s quality of life. However, if 
infrastructure is not carefully planned and designed to support a sustainable economy and social development, the result 
can be congestion, pollution and resource depletion over its lifecycle - the opposite of what the infrastructure aims to 
achieve. It is therefore essential that infrastructure projects are evaluated on the value they bring to the economy, society 
and natural environment over their entire lifecycle. 

Infrastructure can either enable sustainable lifestyles or restrict the lifestyle choices of citizens. For example, depending  
on whether or not the infrastructure for recycling is in place, users will or will not be able to avail this service.

The importance of durable and sustainable infrastructure is even greater in countries located in disaster prone regions. 
For example, what is the value of investing in a bridge in a region that experiences monsoons if the infrastructure cannot 
withstand heavy rains? Carefully planned infrastructure design and construction thus provides opportunities to make 
cities and rural areas more resistant to extreme weather and natural disasters, hence more resilient to climate change. 
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Public Procurement of infrAstructure
The public procurement of infrastructure or works refers to the contracts between a contracting authority (the public 
sector) and the contractor (the private sector) or a State Owned Entity (SOE) either for the execution, or the design 
and execution of infrastructure (e.g., building, civil engineering, the provision of energy or water, or road construction) 
according to the requirements specified by the contracting authority (European Commission, 1999). 

The Marrakech Task Force on Sustainable Procurement accepts the following definition of sustainable procurement 
advances by the UK Sustainable Procurement Task Force (Perera O., Chowdhury N., Goswami A., 2007):

Sustainable procurement is “a process whereby organizations meet their need for goods, services and utilities in a way that 
achieves value for money on a whole life basis in terms of generating benefits not only to the organization, but also to 
society and the economy, while minimizing damage to the environment”. 

UNEP (2012) proposes a clear relation between sustainable consumption and production, and how the development of 
sustainable infrastructure can support these two functions in a society. Figure 1 below depicts how infrastructure can 
be designed for sustainable development. The key emphasis is placed on achieving green growth and development in 
the development of infrastructure. Mobility, water distribution, waste and solid waste infrastructure are designed with 
minimized ecological, social and economic costs. This results in a reduction of costs, wastewater and solid waste in 
society during later stages of consumption and production, and in the improvement of overall environmental and living 
conditions, which in turn contribute to green and inclusive societal growth, respectively.

Figure 1: How Sustainable Infrastructure Relates to Green Growth 
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The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development that includes 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) was adopted by 
the UN General Assembly in September 2015. This international development agenda emphasizes the role of infrastructure 
for sustainable development. SDG #9 explicitly calls for “building resilient infrastructure, promoting inclusive and 
sustainable industrialization and fostering innovation”. Infrastructure is also considered a key component for delivering 
many of the other SDGs, such as improved access to water and energy. As a UN member state, Bhutan is party to the 
adoption and implementation of the SDGs. 

This Handbook is Volume 2 of a two volume series and is comprised of two sections focused on how to buy green 
infrastructure in Bhutan. The first volume goes into greater detail on green public procurement (GPP) and integrating GPP 
into the procurement cycle, which is also relevant in the context of infrastructure. Thus the two volumes should be used 
together in complementarity. This handbook, Volume 2, is divided into the following sections:

Section i: Procuring Public workS: enSuring Value-for-Money acroSS the 
aSSet lifecycle
Section I describes how governments, and the Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) in particular, acquire infrastructure. 
This can be through traditional public procurement methods or through some form of Public-Private Partnership (PPP). 

Section I also elaborates on the main features of modes of acquisition of infrastructure projects and discusses the  
Value-for-Money (VfM) assessments that can be used as a tool to compare different modes. It also provides an overview  
of common PPP arrangements used in specific infrastructure sectors for different types of infrastructure projects. 

Section ii: criteria for green infraStructure
Section II contains an overview of criteria that may be applied as either mandatory or optional for the procurement 
of infrastructure projects. Three types of infrastructure projects are featured in this handbook: roads, buildings and 
hydropower.
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For roads, this handbook draws from criteria developed by the Green Roads Association and the Guidelines by the 
Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre. These criteria are Bhutan-adjusted and may be applied by 
procurers as either mandatory or optional.

For green buildings, this handbook recommends the use of criteria set out in the Green Building Design Guidelines 
developed by the Ministry of Works and Human Settlement of Bhutan. Procurers may however also complement tender 
specifications or award criteria with the LEED Green Building rating system developed by the United States Green Building 
Council. 

For hydropower infrastructure projects, this handbook recommends specific criteria based on the Hydropower 
Sustainability Assessment Protocol (HSAP). A short discussion of the existing safeguards for hydropower infrastructure in 
Bhutan is also presented. 

For all three types of infrastructure, the authors have presented both mandatory and optional criteria that can be used in 
either tender specifications or award criteria. The decision of what criteria to opt for shall depend on the capacity of local 
suppliers, the aspiration levels of the procuring authority, and the project-specific characteristics.  

We trust that this handbook will serve as a useful resource for policy-makers, public procurers and suppliers in Bhutan and 
across the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) region.



I. 
Procuring Public 
works
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1. VAlue-for-money in infrAstructure  
Procurement 

Infrastructure can be acquired through traditional procurement processes or through public private partnerships (PPPs) 
and other procurement mechanisms.

Governments rely on Value-for-Money (VfM) assessments to determine whether an infrastructure project should be  
acquired through traditional procurement, or through a PPP arrangement. VfM assessments include comparisons  
of project cash flows deriving from the two different modes of acquisition. 

In traditional procurement, a government:

•	 Finances	the	procurement	or	construction	of	the	asset,
•	 Executes	the	deal	structure,	and
•	 Commissions	and	operates	the	asset.

In PPP procurement, public and private sector partners collaborate in one or more of those areas to deliver an  
infrastructure project.

VfM assessments aim to answer questions as to how to procure infrastructure and how to structure the deal, so as to 
achieve optimal return on capital investment. VfM assessments are also a useful tool for bid comparison. VfM assessments 
evaluate infrastructure projects based on a lifecycle approach, incorporating both the capital cost of an infrastructure 
project, and the cost of operation, maintenance and disposal of the asset. 

2. Public-PriVAte PArtnershiPs And  
infrAstructure 

The term Public-Private Partnership (PPP) describes a variety of arrangements characterised by varying levels of public and 
private investment and control. Table 2.1 below traces the spectrum of PPPs with levels of responsibility for the private 
sector increasing from left to right. The table also indicates the appropriate legal arrangement at each level (depending  
on how tasks, risks and responsibilities are shared among the partners). 

Table 2.1: Overview of various forms of PPP arrangements

Public Public-Private Partnerships Private

Traditional 
procurement and 
service contracts

Management 
contracts

Leasing  
contracts

Concession 
contracts

Build-Operate- 
Transfer  
arrangements

Joint venture Private  
ownership, 
financing and 
operation
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Increasing responsibility of the private sector



SerVice contractS
Service contracts are short-term agreements in which the public partner carries most of the risk. The private partner, 
selected through a competitive process, will perform in accordance with the standards of service set by the public partner. 
The fee is defined in the contract and the public partner is responsible for any capital investments. 

ManageMent contractS
A management contract is an extended service contract under which the private partner must deliver a service but is also 
responsible for operations and management. While the private partner provides the working capital, the public partner 
must finance capital investments to create the infrastructure. Such contracts typically run for three to five years. 

leaSing (or afferMage) contractS
Leasing contracts typically run for 10 to 20 years. The private partner is responsible for the entire service and must meet 
agreed-upon quality standards. The public partner is only responsible for capital investments for new requirements, and 
sometimes for major replacements. The funding, management and execution of operations, maintenance and repair are 
the responsibility of the private partner. The private partner does not receive a fixed fee from the public partner and carries 
the operational losses or unpaid customer debt. It collects its revenue from the users of the service and transfers part of 
this fee to the public partner. 

Under an ordinary lease, the fee is fixed. Under an affermage contract—a specialized form of lease—the provider pays 
the public partner a fixed rate per unit produced or sold. Affermage contracts are used only for investments in existing 
infrastructure, not for new infrastructure investments.

All leases contain incentives for the private partner to improve the efficiency and performance of its operations. These 
arrangements are most effective if the public partner has the capacity to monitor and supervise the arrangement. Since 
the provider’s revenues are dependent on consumer payments, price changes are a sensitive issue.

conceSSionS
All responsibility for the operations, management, maintenance and repair—and for capital investment—lies with the 
private partner. The assets remain publicly owned during the term of a concession contract, which is usually between  
20 and 30 years. The term must be sufficiently long to assure the provider of an appropriate return on investment. The 
public authority remains responsible for the development of performance standards, tariff regulation and monitoring. 

Concession contracts are particularly good tools for promoting efficiency and performance, and for attracting private 
capital. The ability of the public partner to monitor performance and regulate tariffs may, however, be limited. Long-
term infrastructure contracts may be politically sensitive and raise concern over the power given to the private partner. 
Contracts must be flexible in order to allow for changing circumstances, and the public authority must maintain control 
over the private partner.

build-oPerate-tranSfer and SiMilar arrangeMentS
In Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) and similar arrangements, the private partner owns the assets for the period needed to 
earn a return on investment (ROI) from user fees. Generally, a public partner will commit to a certain level of purchasing in 
order to guarantee coverage of the private partner’s operating costs. BOTs are used primarily for the construction of new 
assets, with the private partner financing the construction.
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There are variants on these arrangements. While a BOT arrangement transfers the asset to the public party after 
operations, a Build-Transfer-Operate (BTO) arrangement transfers ownership to the public partner before operations 
commence. In a Design-Build-Operate (DBO) arrangement, the private partner never owns the assets. Other possible 
variants are the Design-Build-Finance-Operate-Transfer (DBFOT), Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT), Operate & Maintain 
(O & M) and Build-Own-Operate (BOO) arrangements.

BOTs and similar arrangements can more easily attract private financing for construction, especially when the risk is 
reduced by a government promise to buy a significant amount of the output. The drawback is that there is less emphasis 
on performance and a government might overestimate the demand for the output that it has promised to buy. 

Joint VentureS
A joint venture is a structure in which ownership and operation are shared by private and public sector partners. The 
joint venture is a separate company. Good governance of a joint venture is vital to the profitability and sustainability of 
the infrastructure project. The private partner operates the venture, but control—shares and board members—is divided 
between the public and private partner. There may be additional contracts that further define performance requirements. 
Both the private and public partners take risks and must be fully committed to the project. The drawback is that the public 
partner has a stake in both the company’s profits and the regulatory framework under which it operates. This conflict of 
interest can pose a serious problem for joint ventures.
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Table 2.2: Overview of PPP arrangements and their characteristics

Form of PPP 
arrangement

Duration Private partner 
responsibility

Public partner 
responsibility

Strengths Weaknesses

Service  
contracts

< 5 years •	 Delivery	of	clearly	
defined service for  
a pre-determined fee

•	 Performance	
standards

•	 Financing	of	
operations and for 
investment

•	 Monitoring

•	 Ideal	for	specific	
service delivery

•	 private	sector	
expertise

•	 Easy	to	monitor

•	 Not	suitable	for	
attracting private 
capital investment

Management 
contracts

3–5 years •	 Delivery	of	service

•	 Daily	operations	and	
management

•	 Performance	
standards

•	 Financing	for	
investment

•	 Monitoring

•	 Private	sector	
management and 
operational expertise

•	 Distinction	between	
financing for service 
and management, 
and financing for 
renewal and  
expansion of assets 
may be unclear

Leasing and  
affermage  
contracts

10–20 years •	 Full	responsibility	
for service delivery, 
including financial 
risk for operations 
and maintenance

•	 Costs	and	revenues	 
managed by private 
provider

•	 Fee	paid	to	public	
body based on per 
unit of sales or 
output or fixed  
lease fee

•	 Performance	 
standards

•	 Monitoring	assets
•	 Public	ownership

•	 Incentives	for	 
provider to achieve 
higher efficiency and 
sales

•	 Tariff	policy	may	 
be sensitive

•	 Potentially	reduced	
level of maintenance 
of assets toward the 
end of contract

Concession  
agreements

25–30 years, 
sufficiently 
long for 
return on  
the capital 
investment

•	 Operations
•	 Management	
•	 Maintenance	 

and repair
•	 Capital	investment

•	 Asset	ownership
•	 Performance	

standards
•	 Monitoring
•	 Tariff	regulation
•	 Potential	support	for	

capital investment 
cost (subsidies)

•	 Incentives	for	
efficiency and 
performance of 
operations

•	 Attractive	for	private	
capital

•	 Needs	a	strong	
regulatory capacity 
for tariff regulation 
and monitoring of 
performance

•	 Long	term	contracts	
create more 
complicated bidding 
processes

•	 Private	partner	
will only make 
investments if there 
is return within the 
remaining contract 
period

•	 Concern	about	
monopoly

Build-Operate- 
Transfer (BOT) 
and similar  
contracts

Minimum 
time  
necessary  
to build new 
infrastructure 
or repair 
major 
components

•	 Depending	on	 
the type of  
arrangement

•	 Asset	first	 
privately owned, then 
transferred  
to a public body

•	 Minimum	level	of	
output purchased

•	 Performance	
standards

•	 Monitoring

•	 Attracts	private	
finance

•	 Reduces	 
commercial risk 
through minimum 
purchase  
commitment of public 
partner 

•	 Complicated	tender	
and contracts

•	 Risk	of	too	much	
government demand 
for output 

•	 Less	emphasis	on	
performance
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While the choice of PPP arrangement will depend on many factors, Table 2.3 below indicates the most frequently used 
arrangements for certain types of infrastructure. 

Table 2.3: Commonly used PPP arrangements by type of infrastructure

Sector Infrastructure type Suggested PPP arrangement

Transportation
Road BOT, OMT

Urban transport BOT, O + M

Energy Plant DBFOT, BOT + BOO

Water

Water treatment plant BOT, DBFOT, concession contract

Water distribution network BOT, BOOT, concession contract

Water meters and billing responsibility M+O

Health Hospitals, Mobile Clinic, Tele- Health BOO, BOT or management contract

Education
Schools (incl. energy, water, ICT) BOO, BOT

Science parks, universities DBFOOT

3. Procurement of Public works in bhutAn 
The Procurement Rules and Regulations (PRR) 2009 (Rev. 2014) of the Royal Government of Bhutan defines the 
procurement of work/works as “any activity involving construction, fabrication, repair, overhaul, renovation, decoration, 
traditional Bhutanese painting, installation, erection, excavation, dredging which make use of a combination of labour, 
machinery, equipment, material and technology”. 

During the 10th Five Year Plan (2008-2013), the procurement of public works had the highest spend (47%), followed by 
services (24%), goods (18%) and goods/services (11%). Table3.1 shows the public expenditure by category and by different 
public agencies. 
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Table 3.1: Public procurement expenditure by category (Million Ngultrum)

ExPENDITuRE IN MIllION NGulTRuM 2008-2013

Procurement 
Category

Ministries Districts Autonomous 
Agencies

SOEs Total % of total by 
Procurement 
Category

Goods 8,954 2,325 1,188 4,174 16,641 18

Services 12,003 2,098 2,403 5,678 22,182 24

Works 23,094 16,474 2,774 59 42,401 47

Goods/Services 3,380 888 669 4,632 9,569 11

Total 47,431 21,785 7,034 14,543 90,793 100

Within the procurement of public works category, the expenditure on roads including culverts and drains has the highest 
expenditure followed by expenditure on buildings, as shown in figure 3.1. The Bhutan Standards Bureau (BSB) publishes 
specifications for buildings and road works, prescribing the minimum technical specifications (mandatory criteria) 
buildings and road, including directives on project implementation and measurement criteria.

Figure 3.1 Procurement expenditure by object codes for works in 10 FYP (2008-2013)  
(in Million Ngulturms)

OBC 51.09: Exp on Structure – Extension works

OBC 51.05: Exp on Structure – Drainage Systems

OBC 51.07: Exp on Structure – Plantations

OBC 51.04: Exp on Structure – Irrigation Channels

OBC 51.06: Exp on Structure – Water Supply & Sanitation

OBC 51.03: Exp on Structure – Bridges

OBC 51.08: Exp on Structure – Others

OBC 51.01: Exp on Structure – Buildings

OBC 51.02: Exp on Structure – Roads (incl. culverts, drns)

0

74

 345

  532

      1,398

        1,720

             2,738

                                                                                      17,638

                                                                                       17,898

ProcureMent ProcedureS for workS 
The appropriate procurement procedure of works will depend on the value threshold of works prescribed in the ‘PRR 
works’. The PRR works’ value thresholds, and corresponding procurement procedures are as follows:

Procurement Procedure Open Tender/ Bidding limited Tender/ Bidding limited Enquiry

Works Value Thresholds Above Nu. 1,000,000 Above Nu. 200,000 and 
Up to Nu. 1,000,000

Up to Nu. 200,000
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In addition, the PRR requires that all the government procuring agencies and participating contractors (bidders) use 
Standard Bidding Documents (SBDs). Two SBDs exist for the procurement of works: one for works whose value exceeds 
Nu. 4 million, and a second for works of up to Nu. 4 million. The bidding process in general, and particularly in the case of 
works, includes six main phases: 

 

Check
• Whether the  
   bidders prepared 
   & submitted the 
   bid as instructed 
   in Phase II and 
   filled in all the 
   forms

Advertisement and Notification 
Should Include
• Address for obtaining bid documents
• Period of execution & proceedural requirements
• Cost of bidding documents (if applicable)
• Final date & time for submission of bids
• Identity of the procuring agency & summary  
   of assignment

• Apply the evaluation criteria in Phase II
• Consider the margin of preferences  
   if applicabl e
• Consider the date of completion of works/  
   running cost & cost effectiveness
• Consider after sales services & 
   technical assistance
• Consider quality & technical merit

Six Main Phases in Procurement of works

 

Phase I
Advertisement & 

Notification

Phase II
Preparation & 

Issuance of Bidding 
Documents

Phase III
Prepare & Submit

Bids by the Bidders 

Phase IV
Bid Opening 

Phase VI
Award Contract  

Bidding document should 
include
• Bidding instructions
• Bid form and price schedules
• Form of contract and contract  
   conditions
• Specification/ scope of works
• Integrity pact

Check and Announce:
• Name & price offered by the bidder
• Presence/ absence of bid secutity & 
   its ammount
• Discounts & modifications (if any)
• Fulfillment of specific formal  
   requirements as described in  
   Phase II

• Sign the letter of acceptance
• Receive the letter of acceptance & 
   performance security within  
   15 working days
• Discharge the bid securities of  
   unsuccessful bidders

Phase V
Bid Evaluation 

SPecificationS and PerforMance requireMentS in the bhutan Standard 
bidding docuMentS for Public workS
The Bhutan SBDs for Public Works recognize that “specifications must be drafted to permit the widest possible 
competition, and at the same time, present a clear statement of the required standards of workmanship, materials 
and performance of the Works to be procured.” It also encourages that “recognized international standards should 
be used as much as possible.” 

The SBD thus leaves significant room, and encourages, high performance standards for Public Works in Bhutan. 
Public procurers therefore may want to use international standards – or their equivalent – for green infrastructure 
as described in section II below.
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4. Public PriVAte PArtnershiPs for works  
in bhutAn 

At the time of writing, the Ministry of Economic Affairs (MoEA) is in the process of drafting Bhutan’s Public Private 
Partnership Policy. The PPP Policy will cover public infrastructure projects and services whereby the private sector can 
contribute to cost effectiveness and efficient delivery. The PPP Policy will also apply to the private delivery of public 
services either through existing or new public infrastructure, or through direct public service delivery. 

The Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) recognizes the close relationship between economic growth and infrastructure 
development. If inadequate and inefficient infrastructure slows the pace of economic growth, adequate and efficient 
infrastructure provides a stimulus for growth by enhancing productive capacity. To this end, strong public sector 
management is required to shift budget expenditure administration to whole lifecycle cost management, and to transfer 
substantial technical, construction, maintenance, operational and management risk to the private sector. Strong public 
sector management also plays a pivotal role in furthering social development by availing better education and medical 
services. Given the limited financial resources and associated challenges it faces, the RGoB would benefit from innovative 
approaches leveraging on private sector resources to achieve many of its objectives. The PPP Policy places the onus of 
protecting the interests of end-users, project-affected people and other stakeholders in implementation of PPPs, on the 
RGoB.

The PPP Policy aims to make PPPs in Bhutan sustainable and effective by:

1. Facilitating and promoting a structured, institutionalized and predictable approach to PPPs – establishing uniform 
procedures across various sectors;

2. Ensuring transparency in the structuring, procurement and implementation of PPP projects - ensuring fair and equal 
access in the award of PPP projects;

3. Promoting priority projects that are affordable to the RGoB and end-users and represent Value for Money;
4. Encouraging innovation in the provision of infrastructure and related service delivery;
5. Clearly articulating accountability for outcomes; and,
6. Supporting the development of viable and feasible projects as PPPs that offer reasonable returns to the private sector, 

while protecting the RGoB from fiscal risks.

One of the first PPPs established in Bhutan was for the construction and operation of the Thimphu TechPark, incorporated 
under the Companies Act of Bhutan in 2009 (see case study 2). PPPs have also been established in energy sector, within 
Bhutan’s hydropower projects. In keeping with the spirit of “Bhutan Hydropower Plant to Avoid Fossil Fuel Emissions, 
Earn Carbon Credits”, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) through its “The Green Power Development Project-II” has 
supported hydropower projects (HPs) in Bhutan since 2008. ADB assistance aims to promote PPP and to expand the export 
of electricity beyond India, to Bangladesh. The hydropower projects in Bhutan provide clean energy to be traded across 
borders, improving access to green power, supplying thousands of households with clean energy, and allowing Bhutan to 
profit from its renewable energy resources. 
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PPP arrangements have been adopted for the 126 MW Dagachhu HP under Dagana Dzongkhag. Dagachu Project is 
complete and was incorporated under the Companies Act of Bhutan in 2008 (see case study 3). The other two projects, 
118 MW Tangsibji HP under Trongsa Dzongkhag and 650 MW Kholongchu HP under Trashiyangtse Dzongkhag are at PPP 
reconsideration stages.

PPP arrangements are also increasingly being considered for social infrastructure projects in Thimphu, including health, 
education and other social services. Recent examples include, the Thimphu Thromde-initiated Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) 
water supply to Lower Thimphu Local Area Plan (LAP), and the Multi-level car parks (see case study 1). 

cAse study 1: 
urban infraStructure PPP –  
thiMPhu city Multi leVel car Park
(Source: Thimphu Thromde and IFC/World Bank)

Thimphu City, the capital of Bhutan, is growing fast. With one in every seven Bhutanese living in the city, Thimphu 
faces severe congestion. To address the challenges and prepare for future growth, the Royal Government of Bhutan 
(RGoB) developed a ‘Bhutan Transport 2040 Integrated Strategic Vision’. The vision includes improving parking 
services in order to alleviate traffic congestion and facilitate mass urban transportation. In keeping with this 
national vision, the RGoB, through the Thimphu Thromde (Municipality), is developing two off-street multi-level car 
park (MLCP) facilities under a public-private partnership (PPP) contract. The project entails developing 550 parking 
spaces on two sites within the city centre. In addition, an inventory of almost 1,000 public parking spaces will be 
refurbished and managed under this contract. There will also be improved parking operations and management 
over the next 22 years. The project will augment off-street parking supply, and enable deployment of urban 
transportation services in the city centre in the future. 

KCR Private Limited, an SPV set up by the winning consortium of CE Construction Private Limited (Nepal), KNG 
Private Limited (Bhutan), and Rinson Construction Private Limited (Bhutan) was selected to execute the project. The 
project will open up vital road space, a critical enabler for future improvements in urban transportation. The project 
will also mobilise approximately USD 8 million in private sector investment, from which a positive fiscal impact of 
USD 230,000 in annual revenue share will be drawn by the City of Thimpu. 

The project is the first PPP being implemented in the urban infrastructure space in Bhutan, and is also the first PPP 
successfully closed by the Thimphu Thromde. The project is leading the way in establishing technical, commercial, 
and regulatory processes for the development of similar projects due to its potential for replication in other parts  
of the country.
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cAse study 2: 
thiMPhu techPark (dbfoot)  
PPP in it/iteS infraStructure –  
bhutan PriVate Sector  
deVeloPMent ProJect 
(Source: Department of IT & Telecom (DITT), Bhutan and World Bank)

The objectives of this project are to increase productive employment in Bhutan through the promotion of 
enterprise development in the Information Technology (IT) and IT-Enabled Services (ITES) sectors, enhanced IT/ITES 
skills, and improved access to finance. The first component of the project comprised the establishment of a PPP for 
the infrastructure development of the IT park. The Procurement under a PPP arrangement of Design, Build, Finance, 
Own, Operate & Transfer (DBFOOT), was complex, and involved the selection of an IT Park developer through an 
international competitive bidding process. The IDA share of the IT park infrastructure component was USD 4 million, 
along with USD 1 million for the other sub-component covering IT promotion services. 

The Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) leased 5 acres of ready-to-develop land situated in Babesa under Thimphu 
Thromde (municipality) to the project. The initial lease of 30 years, has two automatic extensions of 30 years each. 

PPP structure – Thimphu TechPark, Babesa

 

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

STRATEGIC BUSINESS UNITS

FUNCTIONAL AREAS

DITT/MOIC
+ Assetz +

DHI

Bhutan Innovation
& Techonlogy
Centre (BITC) 

Delta Centre Shared Technology
Centre

Business Incubator

Thimphu TechPark
Pvt Lod (TTPL):

Assetz (70%) + DHI (30%) 



cAse study 3: 
126 Mw dagachu hydro Power ProJect 
In May 2008, Dagachhu Hydroelectric Project Authority was incorporated under the Companies Act of Bhutan as 
Dagachhu Hydro Power Corporation Ltd. (DHPC) charged with the implementation of the first PPP project in the 
Bhutan hydropower sector. The project implementation was based on a 60:40 debt-equity ratio, with Druk Green 
Power Corporation Limited (DGPC) and the National Pension and Provident Fund (NPPF) of the Royal Government 
of Bhutan holding 59% and 15% equity respectively, and M/s Tata Power Company Limited (TPCL) a private firm in 
India holding the remaining 26% equity as a strategic partnership. Besides the royalties for energy, all the power 
from the project is channelled to India through a long term Power Purchase Agreement with Tata Power Trading 
Company Limited, India. 

The three shareholders invested Nu. 4,132 million as equity injection to the project based, on the percentage of 
shareholding. The debt financing was arranged from Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Raiffeisen Zentralbank 
(RZB) guaranteed by the OeKB export credit agency of Austria. The revised final cost to completion (CTC) of 
the project was estimated at Nu. 12,516.98 million. The increase in construction cost was mainly attributed to 
geological conditions encountered during the excavation of underground works that were poorer than envisaged 
during the final feasibility study, and to hard currencies being much stronger at the time of award of work than 
at the time of project investment decision. Cost escalation was also on account of change in price indices of 
construction materials and manpower that had not been locked in order to capture actual price indices, and to 
avoid loading much higher risk of cost by the Contractor. DHPC obtained additional debt financing from the ADB 
through Ministry of Finance (MOF), Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) to cover the cost escalation of the project. 
In line with the Concession Agreement between the RGoB and DHPC, the three shareholders would operate and 
maintain the Project for 30 years and provide royalties of 12% for 12 years and 18% for 18 years to the RGoB. 
At the end of 30 years, the shareholders shall hand over the project in good running condition to the RGoB. The 
DHPC shareholders are required to operate and maintain the power plant as per best practice and existing regional 
standards.
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II.
criteriA for green  
infrAstructure
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1. criteriA for green roAds
While road construction is usually considered to be an unsustainable low-tech activity, projects are becoming more  
pro-active and advanced in the research, development and implementation of environmentally-friendly technologies 
and sustainable solutions.1 

Road construction projects face pressures such as resource shortages, increased prices for energy, water and natural 
resources, increased costs related to greenhouse gas emissions, and changing uses and expectations of roads. 
Transportation agencies around the world are reconsidering their approaches to road design and construction, seeking 
cost-efficient solutions that bring about real improvements in environmental and social performance.

In this section, criteria for sustainable or green roads are presented in relation to: materials, energy and emissions, ecology 
and biodiversity, water, social equity, community and safety. Each component includes sample metrics for the writing, 
evaluation and award of tenders for public roads. A number of futuristic ideas for sustainable roads are also presented.

The criteria presented are appropriate for the maintenance of existing roads as well as for the construction of new roads. 
Naturally, not all criteria presented would apply to all road projects. Bicycle lanes, for example, would not be appropriate 
for highway projects, similarly, the use of saline water for cement mixing would not be feasible in landlocked countries.

1 http://www.sbenrc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/sbenrc_1.3futureofroads-industryreport.pdf and www.greenroads.org
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Green Road  
Criteria 

Suggested Requirements Sample metrics

•	 Materials:	Road	
construction 
involves a number of 
materials, primarily 
asphalt, cements and 
aggregates.

Asphalt: 
•	 Use	alternative	materials	such	as	recycled	asphalt	 

or rubber crumb.
•	 Mix	plastic	waste	with	the	bitumen.
•	 Use	innovative	bitumen	mixes	and	designs.
•	 Use	recycled	bitumen.
•	 Use	alternative	mix	technologies	such	as	warm,	 

half-warm or cold mix asphalt.
•	 Use	innovative	methods	and	techniques	to	replace	

bitumen.

Cement:
•	 Use	improved	kiln	technology	to	manufacture	clinker,	

with preference for dry processes over wet processes 
to lower energy consumption.

•	 Improve	energy	efficiency	for	firing	of	the	kiln:	
approximately 1 tonne of CO2 is emitted by the 
manufacture of 1 tonne of Portland cement, half from 
the decarbonation of limestone during the firing, and 
half from energy used to heat the kiln and operate 
other equipment.

•	 Use	alternatives	such	as	sulfo-aluminate,	magnesium-
phosphate, and alumino-silicate cements.

Aggregates: 
•	 Use	alternative	aggregates	that	require	less	mining	

and crushing energy.
•	 Source	aggregates	near	site	to	reduce	energy	used	 

in transportation.
•	 Use	waste	tires,	glass,	bauxite	residue	and	building	

materials.
•	 Use	plant-based	bitumen	alternatives.
•	 Use	local	paving	materials,	such	as	naturally-occurring	

weathered rocks, ridge gravels, stream gravels, sands 
and clays that are close to site and can be obtained 
and placed by readily available construction equipment

•	 Use	saline	or	non-potable	water	for	stabilization	and	
dust control

•	 Use	in	situ	stabilization	techniques	such	as	foamed	
bitumen to reduce the need for aggregate

•	 Distance	imported	aggregate	travels	per	km	 
of constructed road.

•	 Tonnes	of	materials	imported	to	project.
•	 Percentage	of	alternative	materials	for	road	base	

(considering the longevity and security of supply).
•	 Percentage	of	materials	recycled	(both	on	and	off	

project).
•	 Use	of	adaptive	re-use	or	rehabilitation	options	

(considering cost and legacy).
•	 Lifespan	of	pavement	(total	years	and	maintenance	

programs).
•	 Impact	of	maintenance	activities	on	lifespan	of	

materials.
•	 Volume	of	bitumen	used	(considering	exposure	to	 

oil price increases).
•	 Percentage	of	bitumen	alternatives.
•	 The	use	of	results	of	innovative	trials	in	materials	 

(in-situ stabilization).
•	 The	opportunity	for	innovative	materials	trials	as	 

part of project.

•	 Energy	and	
emissions:	The	design,	
construction and 
operation of a road to 
reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Design and planning
•	 Align	roads	to	minimize	distances	travelled.
•	 Design	for	multiple	users	of	road	space.
•	 Use	demand	management	systems.
•	 Use	life	cycle	analysis	and	life	cycle	costing.
•	 Use	a	carbon	calculator	to	evaluate	proposals.2 

Construction
•	 Use	on-site	or	local	aggregate,	water	and	other	

materials to reduce fossil fuel use.
•	 Use	renewable	energy	during	road	construction.
•	 Use	renewable	energy	in	road	maintenance.

Operations 
•	 Control	traffic	flow	and	use	demand	management	

systems to reduce greenhouse gases emissions  
from idling.

•	 Use	less	energy	in	signals	and	lighting.
•	 Use	energy	efficient	(LED)	route	lighting.

•	 The	percentage	of	renewable	energy	used	in	
construction of road.

•	 The	total	amount	of	direct	and	indirect	energy	used	 
in construction.

•	 Tonnes	of	CO2edirect	and	indirectly	emitted	during	
road construction.

•	 Tonnes	of	air	pollutants	emitted	during	road	
construction (PM10, VOC, NOx).

•	 The	percentage	of	renewable	energy	used	to	maintain	
and operate roads.

•	 The	revenue	from	energy	generation,	carbon	
sequestration per lane-km of road.

•	 Level	of	design	for	low	carbon	use	(gradients,	
intersections, albedo).

•	 Post-construction	road	surface	characteristics	
(roughness, temperature).

•	 Embodied	energy	in	materials.
•	 Impact	on	urban	heat	island	effect.
•	 Efforts	to	reduce	heat	island	effect	(such	as	increased	

tree canopy coverage, surface finishing and materials 
choice).
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Green Road  
Criteria 

Suggested Requirements Sample metrics

•	 Ecology	and	
biodiversity:	Reduce	
impacts on the natural 
environment, including 
flora and fauna.

•	 Implement	an	ISO	14001	certified	Environmental	
Management System (EMS).

•	 Use	reforestation	or	re-vegetation	of	land	included	 
in road projects.

•	 Reduce	storm	water	runoff,	sediment	and	pollutants.
•	 Plant	native	vegetation	on	road	banks.
•	 Minimize	impacts	on	sensitive	ecosystems,	fragile	

environments and endangered animals through 
strategic placement of roads.

•	 Use	wildlife	corridors.
•	 Implement	a	system	to	reduce	wildlife	deaths	from	

vehicles (including signage, road speed levels, fencing, 
sonic systems, and nature underpasses or overpasses.)

•	 Implement	a	system	to	reduce	potential	impacts	from	
noise and dust.

•	 Hectares	of	land	revegetation/reforestation	as	part	 
of project.

•	 Hectares	of	land	revegetated/reforested	to	offset	
construction footprint (such as replanting and 
ecosystem development).

•	 Land	revegetation/reforestation	as	a	portion	of	total	
construction cost.

•	 Erosion	and	sediment	control	measures	as	a	portion	 
of total construction cost.

•	 Percentage	of	unpaved	area	revegetated/reforested.
•	 The	creation,	linking	or	enhancement	of	wildlife	

corridors.
•	 Cost	of	measures	to	reduce	impacts	on	biodiversity	 

as a portion of total construction cost.
•	 Species	count	before	and	after	construction.
•	 Level	of	noise	generated	by	finished	road	surface.

•	 Water	resources:	
Limit the use and 
pollution of freshwater 
resources in the 
construction and 
maintenance of  
a road. 

•	 Design	and	implement	water	efficiency	measures	
(such as a trickle system, flood mixing, water additives, 
orange oil use, and bomag mixing) during pavement 
material mixing and compaction

•	 Identify	a	suitable	non-potable	water	supply	in	
the vicinity of the road project (e.g. saline water or 
wastewater for mixing and dust control) 

•	 Install	water	use	tracking	systems	(“water	footprint”)
•	 Use	native	vegetation	that	will	not	require	roadside	

irrigation.

•	 Hectares	of	affected	watercourse	and	wetlands.
•	 Hectares	of	watercourse	and	wetlands	protected	 

or enhanced to offset construction footprint.
•	 Cost	of	watercourse	restoration	as	a	proportion	 

of total construction cost.
•	 Volume	of	runoff	treated	on-site	with	swales	and	

other innovative practices.
•	 Retention	of	original	flow	patterns,	overland	flow,	 

and watercourses.
•	 Percentages	of	potable,	bore,	and	sea	water	used.

•	 Social	equity,	
community and  
safety:	Sustainable	
roads have a focus 
on community health 
and	equitable	access.	
This category provides 
quantifiable	ways	
to make roads more 
accessible, transit/
pedestrian/bike- 
friendly, integrated 
with the community 
and safer.

•	 Prioritize	road	construction	as	important	for	the	
economic and social well-being of the community.

•	 Use	project	to	raise	environmental	and	sustainability	
awareness in local and broader community.

•	 Allow	public	participation	in	the	road	project	before,	
during and after construction.

•	 Use	local	knowledge	(from	professionals,	elders,	
community leaders, etc.) in the project.

•	 Employ	local	people	(particularly	youth)	in	the	road	
project.

•	 Execute	safety	audits	and	make	the	results	publicly	
available.

•	 Incorporate	pedestrian	and	bicycle	needs	 
(access, lanes, crossings and overheads) into project.

•	 Create	scenic	roads	to	be	enjoyed	by	travellers	and	
commuters.

•	 Population	served	per	lane/km	of	road	constructed.
•	 Number	of	ideas	submitted	and	adopted	through	

community engagement
•	 Level	of	participation	of	community	members	in	

project team.
•	 Number	of	entry	level	positions	(e.g.	apprenticeships)	

in project team
•	 Level	of	satisfaction	shown	by	community	(determined	

by pre- and post-construction surveys).
•	 Level	of	safety	of	constructed	roads	(e.g.	number	 

of ‘black spots’ per km of road).

2 See http://www.irfghg.org/about.php
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Optional criteria for green roads:

Information Communication Technology (ICT) provides many options for taking a green road to the next level of 
sustainability, mostly by harnessing advances in materials engineering. Some examples are roads that: 

•	 Use	integrated	intelligent	transport	systems,	communicating	weather	conditions,	traffic	flows,	road	repairs	and	other	
information between the road and the driver;

•	 Incorporate	infrastructure	for	electric	vehicle	usage	and	multi-modal	transportation;
•	 Harvest	energy	and	heat	to	power	road	signs	and	lighting;
•	 Use	roadside	devices	to	capture	carbon;
•	 Use	self-repairing	pavement	and	instant	crack	repair	technologies	to	reduce	maintenance	activity;
•	 Have	built-in	flood	resistance;	or
•	 Disperse	snow	and	ice	automatically.	

For an example of a green road in Bhutan, please following the following link:  
http://www.kuenselonline.com/first-plastic-waste-road-laid-in-thimphu/ 

2. criteriA for green buildings
This section summarises the Green Building Design Guidelines developed by the Department of Engineering Services (DES), 
Ministry of Works and Human Settlement (MOWHS) of Bhutan. These Guidelines serve as a source of information and 
encouragement for the incorporation of green elements into construction of buildings in Bhutan. The aim of the Green 
Building Design Guidelines is not to restrict design proposals from exceeding the requirements in the Guidelines, but to 
outline minimum requirements for green design, techniques, materials and methods of construction. 

The Guidelines divide green design requirements according to specific phases of building design and construction. The 
following table summarises these requirements and categorises them into two sets: suggested minimum requirements, 
and additional requirements. 

Note: The table is only a summary version of the Bhutan Green Building Design Guidelines and in no-way replaces the 
actual text of the Guidelines. The original text of the Guidelines can be accessed at the website of the Gross National 
Happiness Commission of the Royal Government of Bhutan (www.gnhc.gov.bt) or at the following direct link:

http://www.gnhc.gov.bt/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/Final-DRAFT-3-Bhutan-Green-Building-Guidelines-MAY-2013.pdf 
http://www.mowhs.gov.bt/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Bhutan-GREEN-Building-Design-Guidelines-PDF-for-website-FI.pdf
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Criteria Category Suggested Minimum Requirements Additional requirements

Pre-design for  
sustainability

•	 Site Selection: when selecting siting of a new 
building, consider location and site. Try to maintain 
as much as open space within communities by 
selecting previously developed land, reuse areas which 
previously seemed unusable and where infrastructure 
already exists.

•	 Professional design team selection: specify criteria 
for the selection of professional design team to design 
buildings within the green building proposal. 

•	 Consider relevant building legislation and codes  
of Bhutan

•	 Integrate requirements of green design in the 
project budget right from the initial estimating 
stage.

Planning and design •	 Passive methods for green building design: use 
passive solar design to allow for natural daylight, heat 
and airflow into buildings when beneficial. 

•	 Climate considerations: assess local climate 
(meteorological-year data) to determine appropriate 
envelope materials and building designs. 

•	 Building shape and orientation: Choose appropriate 
building shape and orientation 

•	 Critical	areas	to	be	considered	for	green	building	
design: 
1. Thermal Protection  
2. Delighting  
3. Thermal Mass  
4. Passive Solar Heating  
5. Energy-Efficient Lighting  
6. Internal Heat-Gain Control  
7. Passive Cooling with Natural Ventilation 
8. Energy-Efficient HVAC System  

Building development 
and land use

•	 Building site development and use: design building 
in harmony with the beneficial site conditions and try 
to conserve important characteristics of land such as 
ecological features and local site conditions etc. 

•	 Chose	a	building	site	that	adds	to	the	comfort	and	
energy efficiency of home built upon it. 

•	 Decide building design based on climate analysis 
of a site

•	 Consider landscaping design an important 
component of sustainable building design, 
construction and operation. Measures for 
sustainable landscaping include:  
1. Survey of the ecological value of a site  
2. Environmental clearance  
3. Site analysis for green design and construction  
4. Protection of ecological features  
5. Ecological enhancement  
6. Consideration of appropriate Materials, 
 equipment and methods for site  
 development  
7. Minimizing of the building footprint within  
 the site  
8. Situating new elements and buildings in  
 context with local site conditions  
9. Ensuring Sustainable landscaping design  
10. Effective Storm-water management within  
 the site  
11. Sustainable parking design considerations  

Green materials and 
resources

•	 Analysis of the environmental impact of building 
materials: undertake lifecycle analysis (LCA) to assess 
the environmental impact of products, processes or 
services

•	 Select sustainable building materials. These should:  
1. Be locally available 
2. Low Embodied Energy materials 
3. Have minimal air, land and water pollution  
 footprint 
4. Be biodegradable and renewable as far as  
 possible  
5. Enhance energy efficiency in buildings 
6. Be durable, reusable and recyclable
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Criteria Category Suggested Minimum Requirements Additional requirements

Energy	efficiency	in	
design 

•	 use passive design strategies to tap the potential 
of building design, windows, walls and floors for 
collecting, storing and distributing solar energy. 

•	 understand natural systems to design building 
in order to achieve least environmental impact. 
Design should be adaptable to the intimate natural 
characteristics including: 
1. Wind 
2. Sun 
3. Rainfall 
4. Topography 
5. Geology and soils 
6. Vegetation 
7. Visual character 
8. Preserve natural drainage systems. 

•	 Doors, windows and openings:  
1. Consider day lighting, heating and ventilating 
 strategies when sizing and positioning doors,  
 windows and openings.  
2. Use airlocks to reduce leakage of heating or  
 cooling upon door opening.  
3. Use shades to reduce penetration of sun during  
 hot weather and shade exterior walls with  
 deciduous plants on southern orientations to  
 keep interior colder in warmer seasons. 

•	 Thermal efficiency:  
1. Ensure Building walls, roofs and floors have  
 adequate thermal resistance to provide human  
 conform and energy efficiency 
2. Avoid insulating materials which  
 use chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) or hydro  
 chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) in their production 
3. Consider using environmentally sensitive  
 insulating materials - made of recycled materials  
 such as cellulose or mineral wool if such items  
 meet the project’s performance and budget.  
4. If the framing system is made of conductive  
 material, consider using rightly sized insulating  
 sheathing to limit thermal bridging.  
5. Consider the reflectivity of the building  
 envelope to avoid negative impact (e.g., glare)  
 upon neighbouring buildings. 
6. Avoid the build up of moisture in the building  
 envelope to solve the problem of water-vapour  
 condensation in hot areas. 
7. Coordinate building strategy with landscaping  
 decisions. Landscape and overhangs are integral  
 part of a building’s performance.

 8. Integrate passive solar heating, cooling and  
 thermal storage features along with day lighting,  
 into building to achieve energy benefits and  
 living comfort for occupants 

•	 Building envelop design for sustainability: integrate 
in other design elements such as material selection, 
day lighting, and other passive solar strategies, 
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) and 
electrical strategies and performance goals the design 
of envelop.

using renewable energy sources in buildings: 
1. Renewable energy resources, such as sun, wind,  
 and biogas conversion should be considered. 
2. Solar applications range from heating of hot  
 water to electric power production with  
 photovoltaic cells. 
3. Wind-powered generators can provide  
 electricity and pumping applications in some  
 areas. 
4. The Biogas conversion process is sustainable as  
 it reduces gas or electricity costs and eliminates  
 the release of wastewater effluent into water  
 resources. 
5. The availability, potential, and feasibility  
 of primary renewable energy resources must  
 be analysed early in the planning process as  
 part of a comprehensive energy plan.
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Criteria Category Suggested Minimum Requirements Additional requirements

Conservation of water in 
buildings 

•	 Consider following measures for conservation  
of water in buildings:  
1. Use low-flow shower heads to save water  
 consumption 
2. Use Low-flush, composting or dual flush toilets  
3. Use rain water for flushing toilets 
4. Use tap aerators to maintain wetting  
 effectiveness with lesser water use while  
 reducing splashing when washing dishes/hands  
5. Consider reusing wastewater for flushing toilet,  
 watering gardens or recycling it through  
 purification at a waste treatment plant.  
6. Use high efficiency home appliances  
7. Harvesting rainwater for use in irrigation or  
 flushing toilets 
8. Use garden hose nozzles that automatically  
 stop water discharge when hose is not in use. 
9. Use automatic taps to eliminate water waste  
 at the tap 
10. Use native plants in landscape to conserve water.

Indoor environmental 
quality

•	 Consider following measures for a clean and 
quality indoor environment: 
1. Incorporate Natural Cross Ventilation Design  
 Strategies to ensure fresh air quality with  
 minimal reliance on mechanical operations for  
 air quality. 
2. Analyse Indoor Air Pollution with subsequent  
 use of effective pollution defences and filters 
3. Optimize design of HVAC Systems to promote  
 improved air quality 
4. Choose Zero- Or Low-Emission Finish Materials  
 for the building 
5. Use Low VOC Materials, Paints & Adhesives

Green Construction 
Management

•	 Green construction management is achieved 
through the 4 essential elements:  
1. Consideration of the Qualifications of the  
 Construction team 
2. Environmentally Sensitive Construction practices 
3. Protection of site during construction 
4. Conservation of resources during construction  
 processes 
5. Effective Construction Waste Management

•	 Conserve resources during the construction 
process e.g. by:  
1. Monitoring of energy and water use for  
 construction. 
2. Providing incentives or place the utility and  
 water bills in the contractor’s name to  
 encourage conservation. 

 3. Using lighting during construction only in active 
 areas of the site. This saves energy and protects  
 the night sky from light pollution. 
4. Turning all lights off when work is at a halt. 
5. Operating security lighting on motion sensors
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Criteria Category Suggested Minimum Requirements Additional requirements

Management of waste 
from construction

•	 Develop a Construction Waste Management 
Plan to be in place before even starting any 
construction on site. The elements of Waste 
Management Plan include:  
1. Waste handling requirements based on the  
 regulations set out by relevant authorities  
 including city offices. These will clarify  
 responsibilities to prevent and recycle waste  
 for all crewmembers and subcontractors right  
 from the start of the project.  
2. Analysis of project waste at the beginning of  
 the project to develop appropriate construction  
 waste management plan and strategies.  
3. Description of materials for recycling to facilitate  
 identification of recycling material by  
 construction team. 
4. Specification and information of disposal  
 methods to the construction team. 
5. Installations of recycling and trash bins  
6. Identification of construction waste  
 management responsibilities and leadership in  
 the project. 
7. Designation of space for recycling and disposal. 

3. green buildings in bhutAn –  
the VAlue of VernAculAr infrAstructure

The architecture of any infrastructure is as much a unique component of a country’s culture as language, music, art, 
literature or food. Architecture is also the most visual of those cultural components: the pyramids in Egypt, skyscrapers in 
New York, temples in Japan, and onion domes in Russia all convey a unique image. “Vernacular architecture is composed of 
local materials and derived from local customs, techniques that have been passed on from generation to generation.”3 

Vernacular architecture is a pure reaction to individual or a societal need for a shelter, workplaces, comfort or security, 
protection from climatic conditions, etc. Accordingly, architectural design is accumulated from experiences in addressing 
these needs, and with the evolution of culture. Bhutan’s architectural characteristic, especially in housing, is very 
representative of the spiritual, cultural and climatic conditions of the localities of origin. In the mountains, it is influenced 
by fog and snow, which together with clouds determine the amount of solar radiation available.4 Transport of materials 
which is more labour-intensive in the mountain than in the plains, is another major factor influencing vernacular 
structures. The form of building is also widely dependent upon available materials.

3 Vernacular Architecture and 21st Century. http://www.archdaily.com/155224/vernacular-architecture-and-the-21st-century. 

4 Gupta, V. and Singh, R. ENERGY CONSERVATION IN TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS IN THE MOUNTAINS (School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi). http://ip51.icomos.org/iiwc/seismic/Weise.pdf 
(on building for withstanding earthquakes in the Himalayas... a bit tangential but interesting). 
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The diversity of structures in Bhutan include; Chortens (Stupas/Pagoda), stone walls, Lhakhangs (temples/monasteries), 
Dzongs (fortresses), cantilever bridges, mansions and houses, making up a unique architectural landscape. The set-up of 
villages in Bhutan is also unique, taking into consideration spiritual beliefs with regards to security, disaster safety, health, 
fortune, risks of famine and poverty, etc. Villages, religious structures, bridges, and houses are also significantly adjusted 
and adapted to different ecological conditions. 

From the stand point of housing structures, wood is widely used. Windows and doors are characterised by frames and by 
complicated lintels that carry symbolic meaning in all of their parts. Windows are larger in the upper storeys and main 
doors are larger than interior doors. The roofs are pitched above a flat floor. The traditional housing structure in Bhutan 
has roof pitches between 12 to 15 degrees depending on the precipitation and wind force conditions of the locality. The 
beams are assembled by the dovean rail technique and covered with shingles held in place with heavy stones. All wooden 
elements were joined by tenon and mortise, but nails came into use in the early 1960s. Since the 1990s, having a small 
pagoda-shaped top crowning the roof, “Jamthog and Gyeltshen”, became fashionable among the well-to-do.5

Ideally, housing in the mountains is designed to utilise natural energy, in particular solar radiation, to provide a 
comfortable warm interior. Most traditional houses built prior to 1960s had very limited ventilation and had open fire 
ovens in the house. The main fuel used for heating being wood, in-house cleanliness and respiratory ailments from wood 
smoke posed health challenges. 

Further, the direction of available solar radiation in mountain areas needs to be considered. Unlike in the plains, where 
the winter sun is always from the south (in the northern hemisphere), on mountain slopes solar radiation from certain 
directions gets obscured by other mountains and sunlight may therefore be from the east or west rather than south. Snow 
and rain are also important climatic parameters, and a good understanding of local microclimate is needed for optimal 
building design.

5 Introduction of Sites and structures in Bhutan. http://www.bhutanculturalatlas.org/371/culture/sites-structures/introduction-to-sites-and-structures-in-bhutan/
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A third important factor to consider is the risk of disasters such as earthquakes. “As per the Indian Seismic Code  
(IS: 1893-1984), the Himalayan belt is in Zones 4 and 5, indicating the potential of intensities of VIII and IX or more on the 
MM (Modified Mercalli) scale.”6 Indigenous specifications for safety, security, convenient conveyance, lighting, ventilation, 
etc. take these risks into consideration from to point of laying of foundation stones, to the netting of wall stones, to 
the sizes and directions of doors and windows, lintels and roofing structures, and also as regards the use of specific raw 
material parameters and technical specifications. 

The importance and value of traditional architecture across the globe faces the challenge of inundation of modern ideas 
and technologies, not sparing even a long time isolated small Himalayan Kingdom such as Bhutan. Housing and religious 
structures such as Chortens in Bhutan maintain traditional characteristics and the use of local materials such as stone, 
wood and mud. However, modern materials such as cement, metal and glass coupled with architectural designs from the 
young engineers educated in modern institutions risk changing vernacular values. 

Recent increases in the cost of the infrastructure projects due in part to the introduction of modern ideas and 
technologies has caused resurgence of the values of vernacular architecture, and serious research is underway around 
the world. Infrastructure embracing local architectural traditions, especially in buildings, given their energy efficiency and 
sustainability, are reviving. The low-tech methods, perfectly adapted to localities of origin, are often found to be better 
than modern high-tech-expensive techniques. 

4. criteriA for hydroPower infrAstructure
Hydropower is one of the cheapest ways to generate energy. Once it is installed, operation costs are low as electric 
energy is produced by flowing water. However, the installation of a hydropower plant is a complex project implying 
significant costs, impact on the environment, and on the people living in the areas surrounding the project. For this reason 
it is essential that the management of all stages of a hydropower plant project prioritises the control of the project’s 
environmental and social impacts. The Hydropower Sustainability Assessment Protocol (HSAP) is a recognized assessment 
tool to measure and guide hydropower projects. It differentiates four project phases:

•	 Early Stage: Assessment of the strategic environment from which proposals for hydropower projects emerge. It 
identifies risks and opportunities at an early stage, in order to be aware of the challenges, and to guide more detailed 
project investigation.

•	 Preparation: Assessment of the investigations, planning and design for all aspects of the project. This stage is usually 
subject to national regulatory processes for project-specific social and environmental requirements. 

•	 Implementation: Assessment of the implementation of management plans and commitments relating to construction, 
resettlement, environment etc. At this stage it is assessed whether all commitments have been met allowing to set the 
timing and conditions of the project commissioning. 

•	 Operation: Assessment of the sustainable basis of the facility. At this stage active measures are in place to assure 
monitoring, compliance and continuous improvement. 

6 SUPPORTING AND IMPROVING TRADITIONAL BUILDING PRACTICES IN THE CENTRAL HIMALAYAS THROUGH AN INTEGRATED AND IMPLEMENTATION ORIENTED APPROACH. KAI WEISE – PLANNERS’ 
ALLIANCE FOR THE HIMALAYAN AND ALLIED REGION (PAHAR-NEPAL). 
http://www.researchgate.net/publication/225445638_Assessing_the_economic_value_of_vernacular_architecture_of_mountain_regions_using_contingent_valuation.
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Using the HSAP helps to assess a hydropower project against sustainability criteria in all project phases and thereby 
manage sustainability risks. The criteria of the HSAP cover technical, environmental, social and economic aspects. 
Compliance with the criteria of the protocol should guarantee a more sustainable hydropower project. HSAP was 
developed through a multi-stakeholder process involving political actors, leading private companies, financial institutions 
and non-governmental organizations such as the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and Transparency International.

Please note that the following table of sustainability criteria highlights all major elements of the HSAP. The table however 
does not represent the protocol as a whole. Moreover, for the official use of the HSAP, an accredited assessor is required. 
For further readings and details on the HSAP and on further information on how to use the HSPA, please visit the HSAP 
website: http://www.hydrosustainability.org/

Sustainability 
topics

Suggested Mandatory Requirements Optional requirements

Demonstrated Need  
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	identified	needs	(demand-side)	for	
water and energy services taking into account 
environmental, social and economic considerations.

•	 Objective	evidence	that	the	project	can	make	a	
significant contribution to demonstrated needs 

Options Assessment  
Early Stage

•	 An	assessment	has	been	undertaken	of	the	options	
(alternative planning approaches, siting and design) 
available to meet demonstrated energy and water 
needs

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	is	one	of	the	highest	
priority options

•	 Engagement	of	stakeholders	in	analysis	of	options

Policies & Plans  
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	most	relevant	polices	and	plans,	
including any basin development or integrated water 
resource management plans

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	fits	with	policy	and	
planning context

Political	Risks	 
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	political	risks	related	to	most	relevant	
to the project, including transboundary issues (i.e. 
change of government, policies)

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	can	manage	a	broad	
range of political risks

•	 Contributions	to	or	cooperate	with	measures	for	
political risk mitigation

Institutional Capacity 
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	institutional	capacities	most	relevant	
to the project (i.e. anticorruption organizations, law 
enforcement)

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	can	manage	critical	
shortfalls or complexities 

•	 Contributions	to	strengthen	institutional	capacities

Technical	Issues	&	Risks 
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	technical	issues	and	risks	most	relevant	
to the project (i.e. hydrological resources, seismic 
stability, natural hazards)

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	can	manage	technical	
risks 

Social	Issues	&	Risks	 
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	social	issues	and	risks	most	relevant	to	
the project (i.e. water, land use conflicts)

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	can	avoid,	minimize	 
or compensate negative impacts

•	 Opportunities	for	social	enhancements	

Environmental Issues  
&	Risks 
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	environmental	issues	and	risks	most	
relevant to the project (i.e. biodiversity, emissions)

•	 Objective	evidence	that	project	can	avoid,	minimize	 
or compensate negative impacts

•	 Opportunities	for	environmental	enhancements

Economic & Financial 
Issues	&	Risks	 
Early Stage

•	 Assessment	of	financial	issues,	risks	and	opportunities	
most relevant to the project (i.e. costs – market 
stability - and benefits – irrigation - over the long 
term)

•	 Fund	environmental	and	social	mitigation
•	 High	level	of	confidence	that	project	can	deliver	

significant and sustainable net benefits (incl. social/
environ. externalities)

Communication & 
Consultation  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Stakeholder	mapping	to	identify	and	analyse	involved	
stakeholders (incl. grievance mechanism)

•	 Communications	and	consultation	plans	to	manage	
the communication with various stakeholder groups 
and topics (i.e. raising issues and feedback)

•	 Processes	to	anticipate	and	respond	to	emerging	risks	
and opportunities 
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Sustainability 
topics

Suggested Mandatory Requirements Optional requirements

Governance  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	political	and	public	sector	governance	
issues

•	 Processes	to	identify	and	manage	corporate,	political	
and public sector risks, compliance, social and 
environmental responsibility, grievance mechanisms, 
ethical business practices and transparency

•	 Interaction	with	directly	affected	stakeholders	and	
publication of significant reports

•	 Project	reports	publicly	available	and	publicly	reports	
on project performance in sustainability areas of high 
interested to its stakeholders

Demonstrated Needs  
& Strategic Fit  
Preparation

•	 Assessment	of	needs	for	water	and	energy	services,	
of options to meet water and energy needs, and of 
national and regional policies and plans relevant to 
those needs

•	 Results	are	publicly	disclosed	for	stakeholder	
engagement

•	 In	addition,	the	assessment	is	based	on	dialogue	
with government planners, policy makers and key 
stakeholder groups

•	 Strong	emphasis	on	social	and	environmental	needs

Siting & Design  
Preparation

•	 Analysis	of	technical	information	at	an	early	stage	
alongside social, environmental, economic, financial 
and regulatory considerations (i.e. already developed 
river systems with multiple use benefits)

•	 Optimisation	process	to	assess	the	project	siting	and	
design options

•	 Engagement	with	directly	affected	stakeholders

•	 In	addition,	options	take	into	consideration	sustainable	
river basin design and integrated water resource 
management

Environmental & Social 
Impact Assessment & 
Management  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Identification	of	environmental	(e.g.	biodiversity,	
ecosystems, water quality, erosion and sedimentation) 
and social (e.g. affected communities, indigenous 
peoples, public health) issues relevant to the project

•	 Evaluation	of	associated	facilities,	scoping	of	
cumulative impacts, role and capacity of third parties 
and impacts associated with primary suppliers

•	 Management	of	identified	issues	utilising	appropriate	
expertise (internal and external)

•	 In	the	operation	phase	an	environmental	and	social	
management system is in place to manage measures 
to address identified issues

•	 Third	party	verification	of	environmental	management	
system such as ISO 14001

•	 Independent	review	mechanisms

Integrated Project 
Management  
Preparation, 
Implementation

•	 Integrated	project	management	(e.g.	scheduling,	
interface targets, communications) that takes into 
account all project components and activities (overall 
hydropower development programme: design, 
construction, environment, etc.)

•	 In	addition	the	project	management	plan	sets	out	
measures to manage interface and delay issues

•	 Construction	management	plans	ensure	that	land	
disturbance and waste generation activities will be 
managed so that later rehabilitation activities can be 
undertaken efficiently

•	 Processes	are	in	place	to	anticipate	and	respond	to	
emerging risks and opportunities

Hydrological	Resource	 
Preparation, Operation

•	 Assessment	of	hydrological	resource	availability	
utilising available data, field measurements, 
appropriate statistical data and a hydrological model

•	 Issues	that	may	impact	on	water	availability	or	
reliability are identified and factored into the 
modelling (future water resource use developments, 
climate change etc.)

•	 Evaluation	of	scenarios,	risks	and	uncertainties
•	 Continued	monitoring

•	 Uncertainties	and	risks	including	climate	change	are	
extensively evaluated over short- and long-term

•	 Operation	planning	with	long-term	perspective	to	
anticipate and adapt to future changes
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Sustainability 
topics

Suggested Mandatory Requirements Optional requirements

Asset	Reliability	 
&	Efficiency	 
Operation

•	 Routine	monitoring	of	asset	condition	(wear	and	tear	
etc.), availability and reliability to identify risks and 
assess the effectiveness of management measures

•	 Measures	are	in	place	to	address	routine	monitoring	
and maintenance requirements (e.g. changing of 
filters) of the operating facility in accordance with the 
overall electricity generation and supply strategy of 
the owner/operator

•	 The	asset	maintenance	management	plans	include	a	
long-term program for efficiency improvements and 
asset upgrades (R&D opportunities, new technologies 
etc.)

Infrastructure Safety  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	dam	and	other	infrastructure	safety	
risks (e.g. geotechnical, hydrological, drowning)

•	 Management	of	safety	issues	and	safety	related	
commitments (emergency preparedness)

•	 Emergency	response	plans	include	awareness	
and training programs and emergency response 
simulations

•	 In	addition,	processes	are	in	place	to	anticipate	and	
respond to emerging risks and opportunities

•	 Plans	provide	for	public	safety	measures	to	be	widely	
communicated in a timely and accessible manner

•	 Emergency	response	plans	are	independently	reviewed

Financial Viability   
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	corporate	financial	viability	including	
risk assessment, scenario testing and sensitivity 
analyses (e.g. inflation, market stability, currency, 
uncertainties with respect to revenue streams)

•	 Financial	management,	to	be	able	to	pay	all	plans	and	
commitments including social and environmental and 
access to capital can be demonstrated

•	 In	addition,	project	costs	and	revenue	streams	are	fully	
detailed

•	 Financial	viability	of	the	project	is	analysed	and	
optimised including extensive scenario testing, risk 
assessment and sensitivity analyses

 Financial management plans provide well-considered 
contingency measures for all environmental and social 
mitigation plans and commitments

Project	Benefits	 
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	opportunities	to	increase	the	
development contribution of the project through 
additional benefits (e.g. local employment, 
infrastructure, flood/drought control) and/or benefit 
sharing strategies (e.g. equitable access to electricity 
services)

•	 Commitments	to	project	benefits	are	publicly	disclosed

•	 In	addition,	benefits	are	significant	and	the	project	
has delivered or is on track to deliver significant and 
sustained benefits for communities affected by the 
project

Economic Viability  
Preparation

•	 Assessment	of	economic	viability
•	 Identification	of	costs	and	benefits	(in	monetary	

terms or documentation in qualitative or quantitative 
dimensions)

•	 Results	are	publicly	disclosed

•	 In	addition,	the	assessment	takes	broad	considerations	
(e.g. broad stakeholder perspective) into account, 
including sensitivity analyses

Procurement  
Preparation, 
Implementation

•	 Assessment	and	management	of	supply	needs,	supply	
resources, relevant legislation and guidelines, supply 
chain risks (e.g. inabilities to meet contract provisions) 
and corruption risks (e.g. lack of transparency)

•	 In	addition,	the	assessment	includes	opportunities	for	
local suppliers and local capacity development

•	 Processes	are	in	place	to	anticipate	and	respond	to	
emerging risks and opportunities

 Sustainability and anti-corruption criteria are specified 
in the pre-qualification screening

Project Affected 
Communities & 
Livelihoods  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	and	identification	of	issues	relating	to	
project affected communities utilising local knowledge 
(e.g. support farmers to be able to continue farming  
or to find alternatives)

•	 Management	and	measures	to	deliver	commitments	 
to project affected communities

•	 Formal	agreements	are	publicly	disclosed
•	 Ongoing	processes	to	raise	issues	and	get	feedback

•	 Formal	agreements	with	nearly	all	the	directly	affected	
communities
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Sustainability 
topics

Suggested Mandatory Requirements Optional requirements

Resettlement	 
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	the	resettlement	implications	of	the	
project

•	 Monitoring	of	implementation	of	the	resettlement	
plans

•	 A	Resettlement	Action	Plan	and	associated	processes	
are developed in a timely manner for project 
implementation and operation including: up-to-date 
socioeconomic baseline, compensation framework, 
grievance mechanisms and monitoring procedures

•	 Formal	agreements	with	resettlers	and	host	
communities are publicly disclosed

•	 Ongoing	processes	are	in	place	for	resettlers	and	host	
communities to raise issues and get feedback

•	 In	addition,	there	is	consent	with	legally	binding	
agreements by the resettlers and host communities for 
the Resettlement Action Plan

Indigenous Peoples  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	affected	communities,	their	rights,	risks	
and vulnerabilities and any cultural sensitivities and 
needs (e.g. traditional lands, disturbance of customary 
practices)

•	 Utilisation	of	local	knowledge	and	expertise
•	 Formal	agreements	with	indigenous	peoples	are	

publicly disclosed
•	 Processes	are	in	place	for	indigenous	peoples	to	raise	

issues and get feedback

•	 In	addition,	engagement	with	indigenous	peoples	has	
been inclusive and participatory

•	 Directly	affected	indigenous	peoples	have	been	
involved in the decision-making around relevant  
issues and options

Labour & Working 
Conditions  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	and	identification	of	human	resources	
and labour management requirements including 
occupational health and safety issues and risks

•	 Human	resource	and	labour	management	addressing	
all labour management planning components 
(e.g. policies, training and collective bargaining 
mechanisms), including those of contractors, 
subcontractors and intermediaries

•	 Ongoing	processes	are	in	place	for	employees	and	
contractors to raise issues and get feedback

•	 In	addition,	the	assessment	takes	broad	considerations	
and stakeholder feedback into account 

Cultural Heritage  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	cultural	heritage	issues	with	respect	
to physical cultural resources (e.g. objects, structures, 
natural features) using appropriate expertise

•	 Processes	are	in	place	to	ensure	management	of	
identified cultural heritage issues and to meet 
commitments

•	 In	addition,	negative	cultural	heritage	impacts	arising	
from project implementation are avoided, minimised, 
mitigated and compensated

Public Health   
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	public	health	issues	(malnutrition,	
loss or contamination of traditional resources, 
(mercury) bio-accumulation etc.) relevant to project 
implementation and operation

•	 Processes	are	in	place	to	ensure	management	
of identified public health issues and to meet 
commitments

•	 Plans	are	in	place	for	the	operation	stage	for	ongoing	
public health issues management including hand-over 
to local authorities as appropriate

•	 In	addition,	plans	contribute	to	addressing	public	
health issues beyond the project
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Sustainability 
topics

Suggested Mandatory Requirements Optional requirements

Biodiversity & Invasive 
Species  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	terrestrial	biodiversity
•	 Assessment	of	aquatic	biodiversity	including	passage	

of aquatic species and loss of connectivity to 
significant habitat

•	 Assessment	of	risks	of	invasive	species
•	 Processes	to	ensure	management	of	identified	

biodiversity issues (loss of habitat, fish migration 
barriers, food chain species etc.) and to meet 
commitments

•	 In	addition,	monitoring	of	biodiversity	issues	during	
project implementation takes into account inter-
relationship amongst issues

•	 Broad	considerations	of	risks	and	opportunities	(e.g.	
partnerships, research, fish protection zones)

Erosion & Sedimentation  
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	erosion	and	sedimentation	issues	
(land disturbance, changed river flows etc.) utilising 
appropriate expertise

•	 Processes	are	in	place	to	ensure	management	of	
identified erosion and sedimentation issues and to 
meet commitments

•	 In	addition,	broad	considerations	may	include	
considerations of cumulative impacts and 
interrelationships (e.g. loss of riverbank gardens 
affecting livelihoods)

Water Quality    
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	water	quality	issues	(depend	on	
the stage: pollutants from construction, seasonal 
temperatures during operation etc.) utilising 
appropriate expertise

•	 Processes	are	in	place	to	ensure	management	
of identified water quality issues and to meet 
commitments

•	 In	addition,	take	broader	considerations,	risks	(e.g.	
interrelation of water quality and viability of fishing) 
and opportunities (e.g. groundwater stabilisation) into 
account

Waste, Noise & Air 
Quality   
Implementation

•	 Identification	of	waste,	noise	and	air	quality	issues	
relevant to project implementation

•	 Assessment	process	utilises	appropriate	expertise
•	 Plans	are	in	place	for	the	operation	stage	for	ongoing	

waste management

•	 In	addition,	monitoring	during	the	project	
implementation takes into account inter-relationships 
amongst issues

Reservoir	Management	 
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Assessment	of	important	considerations	prior	to	and	
during reservoir filling and during reservoir operations

•	 Processes	and	Plans	to	manage	reservoir	preparation,	
filling and operations

•	 Monitoring	of	management	measures
•	 Identify	ongoing	or	emerging	reservoir	issues

•	 In	addition,	the	assessment	is	based	on	dialogue	with	
local community representatives and takes broad 
considerations, risks (e.g. wildlife management) and 
opportunities (e.g. R&D projects, investments of spin-
off industries) into account

Downstream Flow 
Regimes		 
Preparation, 
Implementation, 
Operation

•	 Identification	of	ongoing	or	emerging	issues	relating	
to the operating hydropower facility´s downstream 
flow regimes

•	 Monitoring	if	management	measures	are	required	to	
assess if the measures are effective

•	 Formal	commitments	are	publicly	disclosed

•	 In	addition,	the	assessment	takes	broad	considerations,	
risks (biodiversity, safety issues, loss of riverbank 
gardens etc.) and opportunities (planned high flow 
releases) into account
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5. existing sAfeguArds for hydroPower 
infrAstructure in bhutAn 

The Bhutan Sustainable Hydropower Development Policy 2008 sets out the following environmental and social 
requirements to be taken into account when developing hydropower infrastructures in Bhutan:

enVironMental requireMentS:
1. RGoB shall ensure that hydropower development, generation and transmission are in line with the environmental 

legislations of the Kingdom of Bhutan.
2. Initial pre-feasibility studies for environmental aspects shall be carried out by the concerned RGoB agencies. 

The developer shall be required to carry out comprehensive Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) as per the 
environmental legislations of the Kingdom of Bhutan.

enVironMental ManageMent Plan:
3. The hydropower project developers shall make suitable provisions for mitigation of adverse impacts as per the 

approved EIA Report in the form of an Environment Clearance (EC). The implementation of Environment Management 
Plans (EMPs) and other risk management measures shall be the responsibility of the project developer at all stages of 
the project.

integrated SuStainable water reSourceS ManageMent:
4. In order to utilize water resources in a sustainable manner for hydropower generation, it is important to protect 

water catchment areas by promoting sustainable agricultural/land use practices and nature conservation works. The 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forests (MoAF) in collaboration with Ministry of Economic Affairs (MoEA) shall work out 
the modalities for integrated sustainable water resources management. A minimum of 1% of energy royalties shall 
be made available annually in cash to MoAF for this purpose. Also, the Water Act of Bhutan, 2011 in section 38 clearly 
specify that water for energy production is a third priority after water for drinking and sanitation and water for 
agriculture.

Social conSiderationS
5. Land Acquisition and Compensation
•	 As	per	the	Land	Act	of	2007,	the	RGoB	shall	acquire	the	private	land	required	to	construct	the	hydropower	project,	the	

cost of which shall be charged to the project through annual lease rent. All land required for the project shall be leased 
to the project developer during the Concession period. 

•	 In	addition	to	the	land	compensation	provided	above,	the	RGoB	shall	provide	free	electricity	of	10,000	kWh	per	annum	
for every acre of land (or prorated thereof) acquired for the project from the Royalty Energy after the Project comes 
into commercial operation till the end of the initial Concession Agreement (CA). The land owner may either avail 
free electricity or cash in lieu thereof at the export rates from the project. Such benefits will continue beyond the 
concession period.

rehabilitation and reSettleMent
6. The project developer shall provide an amount not exceeding one percent (1%) of the Project cost for the rehabilitation 

and resettlement of the displaced persons from the project area and other local development activities, which shall 
be specified in the Request for Bid (RfB). This amount shall be paid at the time of signing the CA. The RGoB shall 
implement the Rehabilitation, Resettlement and Local Development Plan in consultation with the Local Development 
Committee.
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